MIRANDA PARK LEARNING IS OFFICIALLY A CERTIFIED LGBT BUSINESS
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DENVER, COLORADO — MIRANDA PARK LEARNING is proud to announce their recent certification as
a Certified LGBTBE® through the National LGBT Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC) Supplier Diversity
Initiative. The NGLCC is the business voice of the LGBT community and serves as the nation’s
exclusive certifying body for LGBT-owned and operated businesses.
“We are so pleased to welcome MIRANDA PARK LEARNING to the ever-expanding network of NGLCC
certified LGBT Business Enterprises and the hundreds of corporations and government
agencies eager to put them to work,” said NGLCC Co-Founder and President Justin Nelson and CoFounder and CEO Chance Mitchell. “According to NGLCC’s groundbreaking America’s LGBT Economy
report, America’s estimated 1.4 million LGBT business owners, many of them NGLCC certified, add
over $1.7 trillion to the GDP and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We are proud to count
MIRANDA PARK LEARNING among those who prove every day that LGBT businesses are the future of
the American economy.”
MIRANDA PARK LEARNING is now eligible to participate in the NGLCC’s supplier diversity programs
with the Fortune 500 and government agencies nationwide, can take advantage of the vast
educational opportunities promoted by the NGLCC, and can work to foster business to business
relationships with other Certified LGBTBE® companies worldwide throughout the year and
especially at the NGLCC International Business & Leadership Conference. Business leaders in our
community continually redefine industries and shatter stereotypes. From technology firms to local
restaurants and retail shops, we are proving every day that if you buy it, an LGBT-owned business
can supply it.
From MIRANDA PARK LEARNING: “It’s an honor to receive this certification. We’re eager to work
with power partners, continue to evolve as company, and contribute to the economy of the United
States.”
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MIRANDA PARK LEARNING is an instructional design company creating policies and procedure
manuals, operation manuals, training materials, facilitator guides, video training and eLearning.
They are able to provide services in English, Spanish and French as requested.

